We have developed a handgesture recognition system, based on the shape analysis of static gestures, for Human Computer Interaction purposes Our appearance-bused recognition uses modi@ed Fourier descriptors for the classification of hand shapes. As always found in literature, such recognition systems consisl of two phases: training and recognition. In our new practical approach, following the chosen appearance-based model, training and recognition is done in an interactive supervised way: the adaptation for untrained gestures is olso solved by hand signals. Our experimenlal results with three different users are reported. In this paper, besides describing the recognition itse[f; we demonstrafe our interactive training method in a practical application. *
Introduction
In the information society the communication between the user and the computer has become a very active research area. In this paper we will demonstrate a practical method to improve the performance of our gesture recognition system. In the spatial gesture model there are two main approaches: 3D hand model-based and appearance-based methods. We have chosen appearancebased methods in our system because it is simple and efficient for two-dimensional desktop applications.
Appearance-based systems have two categories: motion-based and posture-based recognition. Posturebased recognition not only handles location of the hand but also recognizes the shape features of the hand. Motion-based systems use dynamic gestures, while posture-based systems use static hand gestures. Our
Hand Recognition Demo can be downloaded from http:N~.knt.vein.h~staff/licsara/ system recognizes static hand postures because dynamic parameters of the hand e.g. position or movements are used for controlling purpose in the virtual environment.
There are numerous methods in appearance-based recognition for recognizing static gestures. The majority of methods use parameters derived from image. In such cases, the model parameters are derived from the description of the shape. Systems can use one or more camera pictures [I]. They include: edge-based contours [2] [6] ), which are invariant to the rotation of the shape. Another method uses orientation histograms [7] , which are invariant to lighting conditions and represent summarized information of small patch orientations over the whole image. Geometric moment description is not invariant to rotation and the invariance of other momentbased methods is restricted. We need a method for contour classification where the parameters are invariant to translation, rotation, and scaling. The disadvantage of invariant moments is its high computational cost because features are computed using the entire region. Boundarybased methods, such as Fourier descriptor [8] use only contour-points. However, the Fourier descriptor is sensitive to the starting point of the shape boundary.
Overview of our gesture recognition system
In our system we adopt a modified Fourier descriptor method [9] (MFD), which is already used in the field of character recognition. We apply this method for the gesture-based man-machine interface. The example-based system involves two phases: training and running. In the training phase, the user shows to the system one or more examples of hand gestures. The system stores the Fourier coefficients of the hand shape and in the running phase the computer compares the current hand shape with each of stored shapes by coefficients. The best match gesture is selected by the nearest-neighbor method with the distance metric of MFD. Our goal is to enable the system to correct faulty detected gestures and to modify and train hand gestures with the help of the user's feedback during the recognition phase. With this interaction, the recognition efficiency will be grown.
The organization of this paper is as follows. First, we describe features of MFD method, and then analyze the parameters of the gesture recognition system. Next, we will discuss the interactive learning method and examine the recognition rate of the system with and without interactive learning. Finally, we present our practical application with this interactive training method.
Gesture recognition by MFD
The first implementations of Fourier descriptor had some weaknesses, for example, invariance to starting point of the shape contour. As this traditional method has been extended to the modified Fourier descriptor, it is invariant to transition, reflection, scaling of shapes, as well as the starting point used in defining boundary sequence. The MFD is robust against noise when shape boundaries often contain local irregularities due to image noise. Another advantage of the MFD is that feature vectors should be computed efficiently. It has a new distance measure for describing and comparing closed curves. Some applications, like methods [IO] with Fourier descriptor, use other classification algorithms (e.g. neural network), but this simple metric, based on features of Fourier coefficients. is quite fast and reliable: cc. SO% recognition rate for 7-8 gestures. For the calculation of the MFD we need a complex sequence from the x and y coordinates of the nIh boundary points. The MFD is defined as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of the previous complex sequence. The magnitude and phase of Fourier descriptor coefficients of the compared boundaries are related to each other. From the features of the Fourier transform and orientations of the major axes of the two shapes we can calculate two sequences [9] . It is easy to see that these sequences will be constant if the two compared gestures belong to the same class. The distance measure for magnitude and phase angle are defined as the standard deviation of the previous two calculated sequences. So, the classification method of MFD is fast because it computes a simple standard deviation.
The Fourier descriptors are calculated from the boundary of the palm. The system uses restrictive background to localize the hand efficiently. We avoided applying complex background because the projection of the film happens in a dark room for better vision. Since the method is invariant to orientation, position and size of the palm, we may use these parameters to control or manipulate virtual objects. Using these parameters the system can get feedback from the user about the recognition. We have tested the system with 9 gesture classes (Figure 3-1) . The starting set of training was very small, usually only one but the continuous supervisediunsupervised training adaptively changed the class-parameters, Testing process has been done by a set of 140 samples. The efficiency of the recognition methods has been tested to find the best feature-detection. Methods for selecting the most appropriate Fourier descriptors are as follows:
(Method I.) The first 3 coefficients are used in the comparison; (Method 2.) Coefficients which are greater than a threshold (here 11.0) in case of at least one class; (Method 3.) Starting from the lowest spatial frequencies where each coefficient is greater than the threshold.
We demonstrate the above methods in Table 3 
Interactive learning system
The conventional learning and recognition phases of the system will be extended by a new interactive training algorithm, which will improve the efficiency of the recognition methods. In the recognition phase the system can correct faulty detected gestures and interactively can modify and teach hand gestures with the user feedback. In this additional phase the user can modify the recognition strategy by modifying his gestures' clustering among classes. The user's feedback signal (crucial shapes to be trained) is a rapid gesture moving or shaking because under a normal interaction the user doesn't apply rapid moving. After the rapid moving or shaking, the system modifies the decision and it chooses the next most probable gesture. This gesture parameter will be trained by the actual gesture parameter grabbed from the camera.
This way of interaction is quite natural considering the human behavior. Under the recognition phase the system refreshes parameters if the decision is right, so it is able to adapt to the gestures of the user. With this interactive training algorithm our system is able to adapt to gestures of other users. In Figure 4 In the natural languages, when people show rapid hand shaking, it usually means denial signal. Our method applies the same movement to get user's feedback of negation. The user's feedback can also be hand shaking or rotating. These signals can be extracted from the variations of the palm position and orientation. When the variations of the position or the rotation are greater than a threshold value, the system recognizes a negation signal. If the detection is true then parameters of the detected gesture continuously will be refreshed by the parameters of the current gesture with a predefined small weight.
Continuously refreshing the static gesture, the system is able to adapt to small changes of gestures. For example, when the user is tired and cannot show standard gestures, the system may learn it. If the detection is wrong, the user indicates it by rapid band shaking. In this situation the system chooses the next most-probable gesture-class and this gesture will appear on the screen. The user can see the result and can generate feedback again until the result is accepted. In this case the system uses supervised training and corrects the false recognition.
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Where in the above equation X i s the parameter of the trained gesture and Y is the parameter of the trainer's gesture. We can set the training method by wI and w2. In In unsupervised training the problem is that two or more classes may get too close to each other, resulting in an unstable recognition. For this reason, the program continuously detects the distances among the classes, and it makes alert when the trained pattern is inconsistent or it is close to be unstable.
In Table 4 -1 we summarize the efficiency of our method. First, the trainer tests the method, correcting a little bit to get 99% rate. Then new users work at 76%-86% rates, correcting the machine-parameters in the automatic interaction, resulting in 92%-95% recognition rates.
Users
Unsupervised Supervised
Trainer user 98% 99%
New user # I 86% 95% New user #2 76% 92%
New user #3
82% 94%
learning learning S. Practical application
Conclusion
The above work has shown that Interactive training is user-friendly and userindependent; Gestures classes can be trained from a limited number of training sets (it also works with solo training set); Unsupervised training can be continuously run to follow the slight changes'in the gesture styles;
Supervised training is possible to recognize and correct the possible overlap among the different classes;
We have tested the supeivised training system with three users and found that the performance of recognition has increased significantly as experimental data shows above.
Our gesture-recognizer and supervised interactive trainer system is applied in a practical application. Restoration of old films is an expensive process and it needs several ways of human-interaction (lighting, contour, color, defects, noises, synchrony). The handbased interaction can be used in the pre-processing phase: registration of places for hard error corrections or enhancement, notching the key-frames or reference frames. This method supports both the frame-by-frame and frame-sequence operations. Using gestures we are able to track the position of the hand, drawing a continuous line on the screen, browsing among image sequences (start, stop, back), signing defected or key frames (reference frames, cuts).
In our software the reference point of the hand gives a virtual cursor (Figure 5-l) , while the recognized gesture generates the command, since the contours of hand gesture are rotation and shift invariant. In the interaction process we see the pictogram of the recognized hand gesture around the cursor, resulting in a continuous feedback about the position and the proposed command. In case of mistake or misunderstanding the rotatiodshake of the hand cancels the command and the next probable command (proposed hand gesture) is processed. In this way the method continuously refreshes the gestureparameters in the unsupervised (accepted cases and fine parameter modifications of slightly different classfeatures) or supervised (shaking and modifying) training. When there is a danger of mixing (or getting too close to) the different gesture-classes during the unsupervised training due to a forgetful gesture-series, there is a change in the shape of the plotted cursor to alarm the user for the mistake of posture.
